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ABSTRACT

While the vertical and horizontal transport of natural surface material
by dust devils is not in itself a critical environmental problem, the transport
and downwind fallout of toxic or hazardous materials from dust devil activity
may be a contributing factor in the development if future ecological-biological
problems. Direct quantitative measurements of the dust particle size distri
bution near and within the visible dust devil vortex and analyses of the upper
level cluar thermal plume have been made to provide estimates of the vertical
and horizontal transport of long half-life radioactive substances such as
Plutonium.

Preliminary measurements and calculations of dust concentrations

3
within dust devils indicate that over 7 x 10 tons oi" desert dust and sand may
2
lit transported downwind from an area 285 km during an average dust devil
season (Hay - August). Sear the ground these dust concentrations contain
particles in the size range from approximately 1 w - 250 urn diameter. Since
the vertical velocity distribution greatly exceeds the partlcle(s) fall veloc
ities, the detrainment of particles vithin the vortex is controlled primarily
by the spatial distribution of the radial (v ) and tangential (v ) velocity
fields.
Above the visible dust devil vortex, a "clear" thermal plume may extend
upKiril to 15,000 - 18,000 ft MSL. k new airborne sampling and air data system
lias been developed to provide direct measurements of the dust concentration
,-ind air motion near and within the upper thermal plume. The air sampler has
been designed to operate isokinetically over a considerable portion of the lowupoed flight regime of a light aircraft. A straped dovn, gyro-reference platlorn
and a boom-vane system is used to determine the vertical air motions as well as
Llie temperature and turbulence structure within the thermal plume.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In the past, resuspension and transport models of toxic or hazardous mate
rial sucli as plutonium have not fully taken into account the convective trans
port component.

This latter component could be especially significant If the

convective elements are large enough to provide deep layer mixing.

These

conditions often exist during the summer months in the southwest U.S. where
large desert therraals and dust devils (Figure 1) provide an effective heat
and momentum transport mechanism through a convective mixing layer that may
extend to 20,000 ft MSL (Sinclair ) . Previously, the removal and vertical
transport of surface material by dust devils has not been considered significant
other than from the fact that it is this material that makes the dust devil
visible and therefore amenable to study.

On the other hand, if the soil

particles contain highly toxic plutonium particles or act as host particles,
the deep layer mixing associated with dust devil activity may result in a
significant horizontal transport of plutonium particles downwind of the
contaminated area.
He-cause this situation presently exists at a number of locations, it
appears timely to assess the magnitude and hence the importance of the du=t
devil transport component with respect to the total wind blown resuspension
and transport of desert sand and dust. The unique feature of the ^ust devil
transport mechanism is the significant alclLude(s) the particles may be lifted
to prior to their downwind dispersion by the horizonal flow.

Depending on the

particular size spectrum of the surface particle distribution, the particles
may he lifted to 5-6 km before beginning their downwind journey from the
source area.

Consequently, many small particles may be transported great

distances by dust devils and related convective processes that take place
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cuiuimioiisly oviir many years before the decrease in the long radioactive and
biological half-life of substances such as

Pu (T, = 2.4x10 years) limits
'2

the problem.
In order to numerically assess the importance of this problem, a surface
and airborne sampling program has been initiated at the Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory in cooperation with Colorado State University.

While this program

is still in the design and development phase, some initial calculations ware
performed on the results of a previous dust devil research program in Arizona
(Sinclair ) and of several ground measurements of the dust devil particle
size spectrum en the Nevada Test Site. Some preliminary results of these
transport calculations are outlined in this paper along with supporting data
on tnJ dust devil structure and morphology.

He Terence to a company or product nane does not imply approval or recommendation
v)' the product by the Colorafic ?tate University, the University of California,
or the U. !'. Atomic Energy Conrcissicn to the exclusion of others that may lie
suitable.
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11.

IHJST DEVIL LOWER STRUCTURE
1 2
Measurements hy Sinclair ' of the temperature, pressure, and wind velocity

near and within the visible vortex have been used to formulate a quantitative
dust devil model. A schematic model of the dust devil lower structure is shown
in Figure 2. The warm air is confined essentially within the dust column
which surrounds the low-pressure center. As a first approximation, the pres
sure [icld is assumed symmetrical about the dust devil axis with the central
pressure about 3 mb below the environmental pressure at the same height. The
two horizontal cross sections through the dust devil represent conditions at
the measurement levels (7 and 31 ft). The tangential velocity field is
represented by a P.ankine vortex which agrees very closely with the measurements.
The radial field of motion is generally inward toward the dust devil axis
as illustrated by the two flow lines (relative air trajectories) which depict
Che air spiraling inward and upward. The relatively dust-free downcurrent
surrounding the axis is readily apparent. This hollow tube structure has
frequently been observed and phctognphed by the author and netad by other
[ lives fixators.

It is shown, here in its most distinct stage of development,

hut in probably present in varying degrees in all dust devils, even though
not so visually evident. Thus, the observational model represents a two-cell
structure: a spiral descending vortex core with a surrounding region charac
terized by a rapidly ascending toroidal vortex. Many of these features are
round in other atmospheric vortices [the hurricane and possibly the tornado
(KoKSiiwrm ) ] , experimental vortex flows (Ward ) , and unpublished results ^f
the author, and theoretical vortex models (Donaldson and Sullivan ; lino ) .
[lie dense dust region near the grourid is characteristic of many dust
devils.

Here the horizontal pressure field in conjunction with the surface
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friction promotes strong radial inflow, and hence even th.; largest particles
are confined to relatively small orbits. As the particle is accelerated up
ward, however, the tangential velocity component appears to increase rapidly
with an accompanying decrease in the radial component, which results in large
particle orbits and hence a larger dust column diameter. Consequently, very
clo.st! to the ground the dust column in many cases has a convex shape. This
feature has been visually observed and photographically recorded by the author
and also by Koschraieder .
Ducause of the large vertical and horizontal wind speeds iwar the ground,
a significant portion of the surface particulates are dislodged and resuspended
to considerable elevations within the dust devil, A photomicrograph slide of
some of the larger particles is shown in Figure 3, The large bla>:k dot in the
upper left hand corner represents a diameter of 250 wn. Only the large particles
are in focus. In addition to the sand particles, the dust devil literally
vacuums up any other surface debris that happens to be in its path. This
material may be a small piece of wood (2500 um in length) as shown in figure 3
or a sage bush (1 m dia) or a much heavier object such as a cardboart box.
Thuse materials are easily supported by the 10-20 msec

vertical motion

field that exists just above the ground within the dust devil vortex.

i

III.

DUST PARTICLE DISTRIBUTIONS

During the preliminary planning stages of the current dust devilLliL>rin.-il resuspension prograra, additional dust particle samples were obtained
in tin.' GrtX area of the Nevada Test Site (NTS).

The samples were obtained by

i'X|K>.sing several petri dishes on a small diameter polt as the dust devil passed
the observer.

Again, as in the Arizona samples, the sampling technique leaves

much Lo be d-jsired in terms of providing adequate collection efficiencies for
Lhe snail particles.

However, It offers a lightweight and portable particle

collection technique which provides sufficient quantitative data for die design
of more sophisticated ground and airborne sampling programs and instrumentation.
The petri dishes were coated with vasoline in order to retain all particles
which ucpa.'.Led U\o <~jllection surface, The vasoline while acting as a convenient
dust parricU' trap, complicated subsequent analysis by not permitting direct
particle counting and sizing systems to be employed.

Consequently, the particles

'.ere removed from the vasoline by washing in benzedrine and then centrifuging
before placement on a glass slide for viewing on a Quantimet A-100 particle
analyser.

Great care is necessary in this washing and preparation of the

particles for the viewing slide. Too much agitation of the particles during
this washing and centrifuging phase will result in the removal of clays and
small particles from larger particles thereby providing an artificial bias
at the lower end of the particle size spectrum.
A.

Particle Number and Mass Distribution

The dust particle number and icass distribution from a small dust devil
are shown in Figure 4. The particle sizes (diameter) vary from approximately
0.4 .in to almost 350 ..m with a nedian diameter near 1,2 jra. The cross-section
of the irregular panicles are determined by the particle analyser (picture
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point = 0.2 pm) which expresses these measured areas in terms of an equivalent
spherical diameter.

Because of more significant collection efficiency errors

in the sub-micron tail of the particle distribution, larger deviations from
the actual distribution must be expected in this region.

The collection ef

ficiency errors arise from the turbulence and large vertical and horizontal
variations of the wind within the dust devil vortex. A comparison with Koval's
data appears to indicate that the petri dish particle collection technique may
ba more accurate than one would expect from collection efficiency theory as
g
applied to the dust devil vortex.

For exatnplej in the same GMX area, Kovil's

particle measurements with a Climet particle counter result in a particle
number distribution very similar to the dust devil ^stributions in the 0.63 9.45 ;im diameter size range,

His measurements were made under non-dust devil
r

conditions where the dust re uspension was due to meso-synoptic scale gusty
surface winds (u* = 0.5^ msec" and o = 0.75 ir.sec" ). Both particle
v

distributions show a median diameter of approximately 1.2 um.

In general,

however, the dust devil reiuspends a greater percentage (5-15%} of larger
particles. Of r.ourse, part of this difference can also be attributed to the
petri dish small particle collection efficiency errors for particles less than
10 ,in in diameter.
The mass distribution shown in Figure 4 indicates a mass median diameter
of approximately SO jm, with 70? of the mass due tc particles with diameters
(ircat'cr than 50 i.m. This compares rather closely with the mass median diameter
oT 'J5 ,.m for an Arizona dust devil. The difference in the maximum particle
iHniiii'U-rs, 350 |.m for GMX and 275 \m for Arizona, is due primarily to the
lart;LT particle distribution typical of the GMX desert pavement surface,

A

secondary cause of the difference in the distributions appears to be due to the
larn-'f number of smaller particles collected and counted in the GMX site. While
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these snailer particles act relatively little to change the mass distribution
,

ate I Hence the mass inediar. diair.et-.f, they are especially significant ir this
comparison since it had been deduced earlier fron the Arizona samples that
sub-micron particles nay not be resuspended by dust devil activity.
These comparisons suggest that:

(l) dust devils remove essentially the

same number of small particles (< 10 ui: dia.) that are removed by larper scale
res'isrension mechanisms ar.d [Z] stall to aedium size dust devils are capable of
ren.'.vinf", a:in vertically transportinp sand particles as large as approximately
>'/• pit fiMrc a wide rar.pe of desert surfaces. The last pcint is significant
with respect to the distinct difference betveen the desert pavement surface of
GMX and the nore typical desert surface found in Arizona and the Couthvestern
I). .'>. I:i the OHX area, the exposed scil surface is '.'overed by pehtles; the
soil mass median diar.eter is about 300 HIE with slightly over 305 of the mass
associated with particles >C000 ur. in diaaeter (Talt'-ra ,.

The distributier. of

•r.a:-.:: with particle size is quite different, however, in sheltered areas beneath
iei'.ort shutbery vl;ere the aass nedia*: iiameter is about 175 vv. viti. only
f thf raiss associate! vith >?0Q0 ur; in diat.eter.
Ihe preliminary ir.eis-.;rei:er.ts of the particles entrained by ius:
devils ;us>- indicate that very fe« scil particles t-'\th iiaceters of 200 to
. 0^ J u::. and above are being reoeved and transported to heights of at least
; n.i'i.T. .'linn" has su^rested that ur.der turbulent wind conditions the
••.;I,T,I . ! ballistic effect results i:. ?- iisledre.icnt process that is capable
': ren.virit; a representative r.u.T.ber :f all varticles ir. the soil surface
luyer. That is, this :isl:d,~-3r.«nt process "results in a particle size dis
tribution that is dictated by the size distribution of the soil particles".
Wlille this may be true for smaller s-rair. soils, it appears that the lack
of lar^e desert pavenent particles at z = 1 meter is due to insufficient

'..fi
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di.s lodgement forces or centrifuging of the large particles by the vortex flow.
Without additional data on the particle distribution in the saltation layer,
the question concerning sufficient dislodgemeot forces cannot be directly
answered.
We can, however, indirectly assess the significance of the centrifuging
action of the vortex on the particle distribution. With some idea of the dust
particle size distribution, one may determine (with certain simplifying as
sumptions) whether the necessary radial inflow, for particle orbits to remain
within Che sampled dust column, is realistic in light of the dust devil wind
velocity measurements (Sinclair ) . Since the dust particles are more dense
than air, all particles would be centrifuged out of the rotating column (which
we know does not take place) unless acted upon by some outside force. This
outside force is in the form of an aerodynamic drag force acting on each
particle and is produced by the radial component of the converging airflow,
For simplicity, the vortex flow is considered laminar with no dust particle
interaction.

In addition, the horizontal projection of the dust particle

trajectories are approximated by closed circular orbits with ths taagential
velocity (v) of the dust particles the same as that of the air, Figure 5
.shown the distribution of the force and velocity components acting on the dust
particle relative to a cylindrical coordinate system fixed to and moving with
the dust devil which is moving with a constant velocity (relative velocities
.'ire dimoted by the subscript r).
The dashed circular lines represent the circular orbits of the dust
particles (!') and the solid converging lines represent the air flow. The
Imrlzoutiii relative velocity (V' ) of the air has a tangential component
n

(V ) which represents the particle velocity, and a radial inflow component
(u ) relative to the dust [/article at the ridius r.
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mv
r
The i.ucvssary centripetal acceleration (F = ~ ) ,
c

whererais the parties

mass and r the radial coordinate) for the particle to remain in a circular
orbit must be produced by the aerodynamic drag (D) cf the radial infirelative to the dust particle. For Reynolds' numbers (R ) l
e
L.O, Jitukes drag lav

e s s

than about

D = 3Ti,.du

(1)

is valid (where u is the dynamic viscosity of the air, d is '..S» particle
diameter, and u is the relative radial velocity). For R

>

1.0 the general

draft law
2

D = | PU : A
r

(2)

D

must bt used (where ,> is the air density, CL the drag coefficient, and A is
the particle cross-sectional area normal to the relative air velocity (u.).
:

Near the edge of the dust colura, the radial inflow velocity at z 2 m is at
least -13 msec

and the dus*, particle measurements indicate a size range of

0.4 um - ';C0 \m (diameter). Since the q^stion here is directed at the large
parti-le und of the particle distribution, we will only consider those particle
4
di.-imeturs from 500 j,m - 10 un vliich distinquish the GMX desert pavement from
thu' smaller grain desert surfaces. These particles result in 30 •- R 400,
and consequently the general drag law must be employed. Hence for a particle
in circular orbit (F = D ) :
c
mv

"r

1

'> ,

2
, : ,v d
,
dL
r 4

" 3 ~1

W
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where -i

is the dust particle dei.sity. Thus for a particular velocity dis

tribution and particle size, the radijs at which the dust particle is in a
circular orDit (hereafter referred to as the equilibrium radius) is given by
,q. (4)

1 2
Measurement:, within the dust column (Sinclair ' ) indicate that the

Just column is confined within a region w'.:ete the mean velocity (v ) proiile
is essentially linear.

Considering the motion (v ) within the dust column

as onr of solid rotatir.n.cq. (4) becomes:

win. re C = 7 '<

where C = - and C„ = C (R ) , Under these simplifying as-

sumptions, it is then possible Ly use of Eq. (5) to determine an equilibrium
radius for a particular radial inflow (u_) and particle size (d). For example,
for a medium size dust devil, a particle 85 um in diameter nay have an
equilibrium radius at the limit of the dust column (r = 2 m) for u = 3 C.SL-C .
This result agrees rather well with respect to the particle and -.ind velocity
2
dislrilm ion measured in medium size dust devils (Sinclair ) . However, for
.sand particles the size of the GSX desert pavement (500 urn - 10 La) a similar
medium size dust devil would require a radial velocity (u ) of approximately
15 -fi5 msec"
column.

to confine these large particles within the 4 a diameter dust

Sinoe those velocities are 5 - 20 times larger than those prevously

measured, it must be concluded that even though particles of this size range
ore dislodged Ll.rouph the saltation process they wil? be very quickly centciluj'.i-J out of the vortex and deposited on the ground in close pro.iroity to their
original location.

Furthermore, it also seems unlikely that even within the

largest dusi devils these particles will be ccnfir.ed within the visible dust
boundary.

In some cases, an enlarged and more diffuse re'jicn just above the
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ground (Fig. 1) may be due tc particles which have been centrifuged, because
of their density and/or turbulent motions, out of the main vortex. It is
concluded therefore that in the case of a soil surface such as the desert
pavement in the GMX area, the soil particle distribution dots not dictate the
particle size distribution &t z - l-2m within a dust devil. This conclusion
also appears to be true at lower heights because of Che unrealistically large
radial velocities required to confine all of the larger particles of the
ileac^t pavement within the visible dust boundary. However, the dislodgenent
forces may be sufficient to move these particles within the saltation layer.
Additional data is required, however, before the dislodgement possibility
can be answered.
I!. Particle Concentration distributions

The dust devil particle size distribution is shown in Figure 6 in terms
of i'.N/Alog D, where N is the number density (number per en ) and D is tlie
equivalent (spherical) particle diameter, i.e., AN/Alog D = [No. of particles
J

per cii: ].

For comparison, airborne particle size distributions far various

surfaces and wind conditions are also shown for:
region on the AEC ilanford reservation (Sehnel

(1) a sparsely vegetated

) , (2) a desert pavement region

on the Al'iC Nevada (GMX) Test Site (Koval ) , and (3) an eroding Nebraska field
(Clllette, ut al " ) .

The Hanford data represent

the airborne particle

distribution at heights of 0.3 m ('•') and 1.0 ra (i) during April 4-26, 1972—
total of 10 hours of wind speed greater than 8 msec

-1

. Koval's

8

data were

obtained with a Cliniet optical (particle) counter at a height of approximately
1.0 m Tor the following mean wind and maximum gust (G) wind conditions:
(•) 6.7/C18 msec" , (i) 2.4/Gi.O msec" , and (Q) 1.9/G3.6 msec" . Gillette's '
1

1

data represent airborne samples taken at the beginning of a prefrontal dust
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storm where the wind velocity at 1.5 ra was 4.2 msec

(0) and 10.6 msec

(<0. The dust devil particle measurements were made within a medium sized
dust devil (dia. ^ 3m) at a height of 2 m where the maximun. wind speed was
approximately 10 msec

.

While the data plots in Figure 6 represent different particle collection
or counting techniques and soil types, it appears evident that the dust devil
is capable of removing and suspending a greater portion of the larger diameter
particles.

Sehtnel's

data, of which the two AN/Alog D curves shown in
:

Figure 6 represent the two lowest levels, show as expected ;hat the particle
concentration of large particles increases as the height decreases,

This

increase is such as to produce an inflection in the AN/Alog D curve. We
anticipate that more detailed measurements of the particle distribution below
10 ym dia, for the dust devil will reveal AN/Alog D distribution curves that
are very similar in shape to Sehn.el's

particle concentration distributions.

The dust devil distributions will, however, contain much greater concentrations
cf the larger particles primarily because of the large vertical velocity field
within the dust devil vortex. Thus, it seems reasonable that the dust devil
measurements will not only reflect higher concentrations for all particle
sizes at significant heights above the ground but will also have distribution
curves more characteristic of the soil surface than those obtained from less
convoctive wind regimes. The apparent "minimum" or significant change in
slope of the concentration (AN/Alog D) at approximately 10 w dia. is not
explainable, with the available data, and therefore it must await the analysis
of more complete data on the simultaneous measurement of both soil and aerosol
p.-irticla distributions.
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IV. VERTICAL MASS FLUX NEAR THE GROUND

The dust devil particle distributions indicate a mass loading of appro::-3
imately 5 gm m

at a height of 1 - 2 m above the ground.

In comparison, mass

loadings for cities are of the order ot IOC ugm m ' while midwest dust storms
r.inge from approximately 0.1 mgra m

-3

(Gillette

12

) for developing Nebraska

-3
storms to values greater tbau 20 mgra in winiin well-developed Texas dust
.storms (Shinn

14

) . The extremely high muss loadings within thd dust devi^

suggest that, provided their frequency of occurrence is sufficient, a significant
component of the vertical mast, flux of desert surface particulates may be due
to dust devil activity.

Furthermore, due to the large vertical velocities and

vertical extent of the upper dust devil plume, mixing throughout a deep
layer will occur for

almost the entire particle distribution.

A realistic test of this hypothesis requires some statistical knowledge
of tho following dust devil features:
(1) Diurnal and seasonal frequencies of occurrence
(2) Dust devil duration
(3) Vertical mixing depth of the dust
(4) Dust particle distribution and concentrations
(5) Environmental wind distribution
1 13
Sinclair ' has presented the largest and most complete set of observations
of dust devil frequency of occurrence, duration and vertical extent.

These

studies which are critical with respect to the radioactive dust transport
2
problem show for a typical desert region (285 km ) of the Southwestern United
Status that:
1. Daily frequencies range from 20 to 162 dust devils with a mean of
85.

Similar observations within the GMX site of Area 5 of NTS
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indicate frequencies of approximately 1 dust devil pet minute during
the most active part of the day.
2. Dust devil duration is variable depending on size and generally
ranges from 0,5 to 10.5 min. with an upper limit near 15 min. Two
reports, from other areas, of durations of 2-7 hours can be considered
extremes.
3. Sailplane measurements of the "clear" dry thermal regions above
visible dust devils show that the vertical mixing depth of the warm
boundary layer extends to altitudes as great as 16,000 feet MSL
for the larger size dust devils.
4. Meso-synoptic scale situations conducive to dust devil formation
usually exhibit very little wind shear with height. The Arizona
Studies (Sinclair ) indicate that winds are less than 10 - 15 kts
at all levels from the surface to 500 mb. Consequently, for the
smaller particles, the low terminal velocity combined with the deep
vertical mixing is more significant with respect to downwind transport
than the mean transport due to the environmental wind. The downwind
transport possibilities will be only briefly mentioned he.a, with
more definite modeling results dependent on the success of the cur
rent NTS field measurement program.
1 2 13
From these available data (Sinclair ' ' •, ) four dust devil size categories
established with the following mean features for a height (z) of 2 meters,
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Dust IVvil Size

Diameter

Vertical
Extent

Duration
it (sec)

(•)

Vertical
Velocity .
If (m sec )

I (m)

Small

3

60

750

3

Medium

9

100

2300

6

Large

23

240

3000

10

lixtra Large

46

360

3800

12

For each dust devil size, the nean vertical mass transport (T) of surface
particulates was calculated from:
T = p wA [gm sec ]

(6)

di

whore , .^ 5.3 gm m * represents a mean mass loading, w a mean vertical velocity,
and A a mean cross-sectional area of the dust devil. For example, for the
snail (size) dust devil;
_
- 3 - 1 2
-1
T = PJ..-UA - 5.3 gm n x 3 msec x 6.8 m • 108.1 gm sec
s
""

(7)

The dust devil cross-sectional area for each size category has been cor1 2
ructcd for cite negative vertical motion in the core area (Sinclair ' ) .
The total (moan) dust particle mass transport for a {.mall dust devil is then:
—
—
-l
-2
(f ) = T x At = 108.1 gm sec x 60 sec = 0.72 x 10 tons
s
s

(8)

t

Tin.' total mean daily transport (F ) , from small dusr devils uiiich have a mean
s

daily occurrence of 25 per day is then:
(!'..),,, = 0.72 x 10" tons x 25 D-D/day = 18.2xlo" —•
2

s'l-r

2

•

day

W

For a mean dust devil season ot 45 d. ;s, the total mean seasonal dust transport
is simply:

16

(F )

= 18.2xl0" ~
2

s yj*

x 45 days = 8.2 tons

(10)

day

Following a similar analysis for the medium, large, and extra large dust
devil leads to a total mean daily transport of 157 tons and a total mean
yearly transport of 157 tons day
'

x 45 — * —
season

J

:

7 x 10 tons/season.

Tlie mass flux for each dust devil class represents the transport per
unit area, i.e., for the small dust devil class:

F_ _ _
,
-1
— = p ^» = 1590 pgm cm sec
2

(11)

d

1'lie results of these calculations for all dust devil classes are tabulated
in Table 1, These data show that although there are relatively few extralarge dust devils, they are responsible for 95% of the dust transport for a
silicic dust devil and for 15% of the total mean daily and seasonal dust
transports. For comparison, duststorra data are also included in Table 1
These data show that the vertical flux for a single dust devil (flux/DD) in
ui>m era

sec

exceeds that of even a well-developed dust storm by two to

fivi: orders of magnitude. However, because of the dust devil limitations with
respect to duration and total areal coverage, the well-developed duststorra
2

i

nean daily dust transport Itons/lO'sii") exceeds that of a typical dust devil
.'ioiirce region for the sane tisw period. For example, the small dust devil
re|iiv:;ents an areal converage of approximately 100 s" and a duration tine of
'.(J sir, ILsliii; 285 ku~ ( ' 1 0 ' ci") as >i reference area, we know that only
ii. IK tuns ,ire transported vertically by a aean nucher ("25 D-D/day) of du.it
.levtis ;is enapareJ if V':': r. '.*" ter.i :"-:r a isststcrr. ccverir.. the saze h';tn
-

(i.ihle J). '>s a result, ihi! dust devil .v.id duststora ne.w daily dust transport
illller hy a laetor of approximately 10 d>.j to the duration tiac and area
r.l! iu:. ill J

17

7 hrs

3

25.2 x 1 Q .

area: ^ L J S E L , .85 x 1 0
100 ra

c

, 2

f

n

6

m

(13)

2

2
6
which results in a total time-area difference factor of (5x10 ) (2.85x10 )

:

9
10 .

2
The small dust devil flux, however, is larger approximately by a factor of 10
f

which results in a net difference in total mean daily dus transport of approx-t

-i

imately lo', i.e., 0.18 tons (small dust devil) vs. 1700 x 10
storm at 21 ^gm cm

-2

sec

-1

tons (dust-

) . The total dust devil transport, however, differs

only by a factor 30-10 for the dust storm flux, i.e., lfiO cons vs. (6 to 1700)xl0
tons (TablJ 1). Note, however, that the dust devil transport still exceeds
•

i

1 2

that of the duststora initial stages as aeasured by Gillette, SI £i.The important point to be emphasized here is that a typical dust devil source
region may provide a significantly greater atmospheric dust mass loading than
that resulting from duststorjs not reaching veil-developed stages. Since the
dust duvil probably represents the extreme end of the continuum of convective
elements, the vertical flux from less intense "clear" elements, which repre
sents; the larger part of the convective spectrum, could materially add to the
mass irunspurt by dust devils. Because of the much higher frequency of these
"clenr" convective thermals, the total mass transport from a typical desert
ri'i'.ion may ,-ipproach more closely that of even a well-developed duststorra.
1

In addition, since the dust devil and "clear" thermal activity during a typical
summer season (June-August) will occur daily, for example, throughout the southwcsLi-ni desert regions and the cultivated farming areas of the midwest, there
will In- essentially a continuous vertical dust transport from many thousands
of square miles. On the other hand, it seems reascnable that when duststoms
occur, they will at any one time be responsible for dust resuspension in an
iirc.i .11 most only one-tenth the total available area.

For the entire U.S.
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tills f;ictor may even be an order of magnitude smaller.

Consequently, the

vertical transport of surface particulates by dust devils and thermals may
closely approach °r equal that satte transport by well-developed duststorms.
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V.

DKliP LAYER MIXING

A,

Dust Devil Vertical Structure

The primary importance of the vertical transport of surface particulates
by dust devils is not only related to the large mass loadings (5 gm m

) but

it involves also the possibility that the particles may be vertically transported
ta the top of the convection layer. During the summer months, tfc.; upper
boundary of the convection layer may reach 500 nb over the desert of the South
west.

Quantitative measurements from an instrumented sailplane (Sinclair ) of

the dust devil structure within this convective regime have revealed that the
"clear" uppnr portion of the dust devil can extend throughout the depth of
K

the convective layer. This was substantiated y penetrating the dust devil
updraft-downdraft regions at various altitudes and measuring the temperature
and vertical motion.

These individual penetrations were then used tD develop

a composite model of the dust devii upper structure (Figure 7 ) .
The composite model shows essentially the same updraft-downdraft and
LunipiTiiture features as the individual penetration cases. At each mean altitude
thore is u central region of strong upward motion (approximately 3 msec* )
uii MIL' axis which is surrounded by a distinct region of descending motion
slightly l.eus in magnitude.

The uean temperature profiles indicate, as in

[lie individual cases, positive AT's within the updraft region (approximately
0,15 C on the axis) and in some cases negative values within the surrounding
liowndr.ifts. The dotted outline shown in Figure 7 represents a hypothetical
Imiind.irv i'nr tin; width of the medii u^draft.

In addition, the heights and

width diar.icterlstic of the dust column of large desert du. t devils is shown
ni/ar Lite base of the mean updraft region. Note chat this height is to be
rt'cjrdi-tl .is a mean height with the possibility that in extreme cases the dust
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may sLill be visible at altitudes of 6Q00-900G ft. above the ground (Woodward ) .
The rapid widening of the updraft region from the ground ;o approximately 6000
ft. is believed to take place in the following manner.

As the upward moving

column of warm air proceeds through the plume and vortex stages, mixing between
t.liu thermal and the environment results in a mutual exchange of ioth vertical
momentum and heat. Halkus

has termed this mixing process "gross entrapment".

As the upward vertical momentum is mixed into the unstable environment, an
upward vertical velocity is imparted to the environment. Due to the vertical
instability of the disturbed environment, the air has a positive buoyancy,
ami it therefore continues to accelerate upward.

Thus, in the initial

stages of growth as the vortex penetrates to successively higher levels, the
gross entrainment acts to "trigger" the inherent instability of the sur
rounding environment in the lower levels and thereby results in the rapid
widening of the initial updraft.

Therefore, the origin of the updraft region

at about 6000 ft. (Figure 7) is not necessarily at the ground, but may have
partly had its origin someplace within the atmospheric layer between the surface
and 6000 ft. Because gross entrapment implies nixing both into and out of
the warm updraft, i-eiit'vely cool environmental air is mixed into the updraft.
This acts to decrease the temperature and hence the buoyancy of the updraft,
In addition, the net or dynamic entrainraent (air from the environment that
is mixed into and remains within the updraft) of vertical momentum acts to
uiim'.-ise the upward motion of the warn buoyant air. Thus, the mixing tends
to broaden the updraft region with height, as well as to reduce che buoyancy
of the updraft.
11. 1'urticlo Transport

It is evident from the coiwosite model of the dust devil upper structure
(Ki|;nre 7) LliaL surface particles as large as 200-300 -_ts can be transported
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vertically to ai least 10,000 ft. HSL by large desert dust devils. Conse
quently, a large portion of the surface dust and sand particle distribution can
be removed from the surface layer and lifted vertically to altitudes from
which downwind transport becomes significant. To obtain an estimate of the
downwind dust transport capability of dust devils, the total vertical mass
flux of various sized dust devils were analysed with respect to the upper
level desert wind regime. Figure 8 shows the total daily dust fallout or
verticil dust transport with respect to tlie downwind fallout distance of the
various size particles. The dust devils were sized according to mean values;
diameter, height, vertical velocity, and duration taken from earlier field
1 2 13
measurements and observations (Sinclair * ' ) . To obtain the total daily
dust fallout from the vertical mass flux, a mean daily dust devil count in
2
an area of 285 km was used for the various designated sizes. The downwind
fallout distance was calculated using the particle size spectrum deduced from
earlier measurements (Sinclair ) and a mean environmental wind of 5 msec

.

The latter approximation appears quite valid for the Tucson, Arizona area
during tho particular period of study. Each curve in Figure 8 represents a
particular dust devil size, and each point on a curve refers to the various
cUssas of particle sizes from 5 un to 240 um, i.e., 5-10 urn, 10-20 urn,
30-40 nm

230-240 uri. Tor example, the .irst point on the left

of o.'ich curve represents the 230 um-240 ua particle size range, and the
points to the far right for each curve represent the 5 um-10 um size range.
Tliu peaks for each curve represent the size range which includes the median
muss dUiiiuLar of 95 um. Thus, for example, the downwind fallout distance
(rat) for 5 nm-lO um diameter particles may exceed 500 mi-2500 mi depending on
the dust devil size which controls the initial height from which the simple
terminal velocity fallout calculations were performed, The curves of Figure 8
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,-ire skewed toward greater fallout distances for increasing dust devil size.
This is due to the lifting of particles to greater heights in the larger dust
devils. Consequently, the settling time of the entire particle spectrum is
increased. Hence, with a constant environmental wind these particles are
transported funher downwind than those that start out at much lower altitudes
in the smaller dust devils. The particular ordinate spacing of the curves
for the four dust devil sizes was produced not only by the differences in
each dust devil size, but also by the mean number o£ dust devils which occurred
on a particular day during the observing period. Also, note that while the
dust devils were observed over an area of approximately 285 km

the downwind

fallout distances are plotted as if all the dust devils occurred along a
common source line which was selected perpendicular to the downwind transport
direction.
The data, on one hand, present

an upper limit to the total daily dust

fallout from dust devils in this particular area, since it is assumed that
iill of the dust reaches the top of each dust devil before it begins its
trajectory. On the other hand, the dust particle spectrum used for all four
dust devil sizes is valid only for a medium size dust devil. This is the
re.ison that all four curves have the same general shape. Consequently, the
total dust fallout from the small dust devils may be overestimated while that,
from the large and extra-large dust devils may be underestimated. The latter
|K)s.si!)ilitj' tends to offset much of the overestimate due' to the assumption
of no particle loss through the dust devil lateral boundaries. However, there
1

.-in still other

considerations that must be taken into account. For example,

the uxlra-large dust devils are certainly more intense, developing higher
wind speeds which may increase the saltation process and thereby remove from
tin- .surfacu both a greater number and/or larger sand or dust partjcles. L'hile
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this would probably change the entire particle size spectrum, the higher
tangential flow fields in the vorrex may tend tD centrifuge the larger particles
out of the dust vortex near Che ground. On the other hand, larger radial flow
components occur for the lcrger dust devils which would tend to confine these
larger particles within the dust devil vortex. Consequently, these results
can only be considered a rough first approximation to what actually occurs.
A specifically designed measurement and analysis program is necessary before
these and other compensating particle transport effects can be adequately
determined,
These calculations (Figure 8 and Tible 1) indicate that a dust devil
2
source region of 285 km area may result in large daily and seasonal down
wind dust fallout. However, not much of the total mass is confined within
that part of the particle spectrum that exceeds 100 miles fallout distance.
That is, most of the mass transport reaches the ground in a fallout distance
less than approximately 50 miles. The small dust devils transport approximately
0.12 of the total mean daily dust tra

port, and less than 102 of their total

daily dusr. flux is transported further than 10 miles from the dust devil
Hource region. Only the 5 un-10 yra particles that are lifted high in the
"clear" thermal plume above the visible dust devil, exceed fallout distances
of 10 mile;:.. These particles, however, contribute only 0.03% of the total
mass transported by dust devils in the three ..largest size categories. On the
other hand, these particles (5-10 ^m), as well as the accompanying subnicron Particles, are the important ones with respect to human and anoal
inhalation.

M

While these Eirst results appear significant \ ith respect to the seasonal
transport of dust downwind of a dust devil source region, there are three factor
ihat can greatly enhance the amount and the distance of the dust transport.
(I) Leapfrog Transport Mechanism

The above calculations of dust transport have been based on the as
sumption that after ti e particles leave the top of the varioJS size dust
devils they settle to the ground at their terminal velocity. This is probably
riot the case, even during mild convective activity. The Arizona dust devil
census data (Sinclair ) and cross-country sailplane flying experience indicate
that one can expect, in desert regions on an average convective day, dust devil
and/or clear thermal separation distances of approximately 1-15 mi, with an
average of abou. 5 miles. The separation appears to be governed strong?y by
the dust devil size distribution and surface vegetation and terrain. Conse
quently, some of the dust particles which are lifted more than a few hundred
feet above the ground will probably experience a .lumber of vertical transport
cycles within other dust devils or clear therms.1 plumes which are embedded in
the downwind convective layer (figure 9).

As a result of this leapfrog made

of transport, the downwind fallout distance of each dust devil size category
(Figure R) may be significantly increased. The Arizona Oast devil data
indicate

that the desert convective activity extends over a period of ap

proximately 6 daylight hours. This means that the dust fallout distance
could be increased by approximately 67 miles fcr each dust devil size category.
Pur-outage wise this is a significant increase for all categories except for
the smallest particles. A more significant increase nay result from the trans
port of dust particles from the smaller to the larger dust devils and/or
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|
1

j

dear thermal plumes (Figure 9 ) .

•:

For example, 5 i:in to 10 ;nn dust particles

that leave the top of a small dust devil may have their downwind fallout
distance increased from approximately 500 miles to 2600 miles by a simple

!

leapfrog cycle with an extra-large dust devil. The leapfrog process applies
to a Li particle sizes and convective element size categories.

i

(2) Cumulus Cloud Transport

j

Frequently, cumulus clouds form above the dry convective plumes of dust
devils and clear thcrmals. Dust particles entering a cuoulus cloud base may

\

he transported another 5,000 feet to 40,000 feet above the top of the dry

:

coii.viive layer. Dust particles enrering cumulus lurailis type clouds will
probably be lifted 5,000 feet-10,000 feet above cloud base. This results in a
siiiiii I k'ant increase in the initial altitude from which the particles begin
their downwind trajectories. If the dust particles act as condensation nuclei,
tiit' water droplets will evaporate within approximately 10 min-20 min, which

j

is the average life cycle of this type of cumulus cloud. On the other hand,

i

diiht j u n k i e s that enter the bases of cumulus clouds that develop into

j

(•(iriKi'stus a:ul cuit'ilonimbu:; types will probably be rained out in the precijiit.it ion fallout. Thus, these particles will be returned to the general location
iron uhlcli they originated. However, dust particles which escape this pre'•ipUatLun r.iinout stay reach the upper level outflow of the anvil retjion and
thereby he carried many miles downstream within this ice crystal region. Under
sni'ii oi>nditdins, the dust particle size distributions would all be shifted
•:ii',ni I'i'-antly toward larger downwind fallout distances (Figure 3).

On the

other hand, dust devil activity is usually low during strong convective
situations which produce large cumulonimbus type clouds. Consequently, other
jirocesse.s during ti'ese situations appear to be more important with respect

•r

i

•

i

•;
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to the vertical transport of surface dust. This conclusion, however, should
not be interpreted to mean that the vertical transport of large quantities of
surface material by cumulonimbus clouds does not take place. On the contrary,
l.T)>i! masses of surface dust material are imbedded in the inflau during certain
status of large convective storms. Our experience in measuring the air motion
at cloud base and within these storms indicates that these cloud systems
are capable of transporting considerable surface dust material to altitudes
where subsequent downwind fallout distances should be significant with tespect
to the transport of radioactive material. It vould appear that this mode of
radioactive dust transport also should be carefully studied.
However, smaller cumulus clouds which do not develop precipitation size
droplets could increase the downwind dust fallout distances for all particle
sizes by the following precentages:

Dust Oevil Size

Downwind Fallout Distance
Increase

snail

2002 - 400?.

medium

602 - 1202

large

502 - 1002

extra-large

402 - 80S

As i result, medium, large and extra-large dust devils in conjunction with
fait- weather cumulus clouc" activity could be responsible for downwind fallout
disUmces of 2,000 to 4,000 miles for particles as largo as 20 um (Figure b ) .
ijiit'liif; the Arizona dust devil field research, cumulus clouds were obscrveJ
rncls day, As the cloud cover increased, the dust devil activity decreased
(Sinclair

13
) . However, due to the large percentage increases of downwind

fallout distance fron the added vertical dust transport capability of
relatively small cumulus clouds, there exists a cross-over point above which
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the c imulus cloud transport component exceeds the effect of decreased nurabor
of du:!t devils due to the overlying cloud cover.
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Vi.

AIRBORNE MEASUREMENT PROGRAM

The Lawrence Llverroore Laboratory and Colorado State University are
presently working on a joint dust devil measurement program at the AEC Nevada
'lest Site, The program is designed to determine quantitatively the vertical
flux of dust within the visible dust devil, the "clear" thermal region above,
and the horizontal dust flux in the region downwind.

This information coupled

with the downwinu ground particle sampler data and the surface particle measure
ments will complete the suJy of the dust transport cycle by dust devils and provide
data for establishment of a dust transport budget.

From this transport budget,

emu can then ascertain the magnitude of the dust davil transport of radioactive
material within and out of the Test Site boundaries. Large "clear" convective
elements will also be investigated in order to assess the importance of
these lari;o convective elements Co the dust mass loading of a desert atmosphere.
In tliy initial analysis of this oust transport question, it became readily
apparent that airborne measurements are necessary to properly establish the
possible dispersion of radioactive material by dust devils. For exanple,
surface measurements alone would not be capable of determining the downwind
dust transport from a specified experimental area. That is, one cannot simply
measure the dust vertical flux within the dust devil near the ground and the
dust fallout downwind and arrive at a suitable model for the dust devil
transport mechanism. This conclusion is based on the following considerations:
(1) some of the particles are centrifuged out of the vortex at relatively low
al titudea, (2) some of the particles undoubtedly are mixed out of the clear
(-hernial region at various altitudes above the visible vortex and (3) dust
devil activity in the downwind sampling area may seriously bias the downwind
ground particle sampler data.
The above arguments clearly establish the requirement for airborne
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measurements of the vertical flux and transport of desert particulates
by dust devils. The airborne sampling requirements dictate the use of a
speed and very raaneuverable aircraft.

low-

He have select-id a two-place, 150 'ip

Shlnn 2150A aircraft (Figure 10) for the dust devil penetrations froa i'J :».18,000 ft. M.SL. The airborne sampler (Figure 11) is a ilea design viilch incorpo
rates several features of an earlier design by Kayaor

.

I" order to obtain

a representative sample of the particles vithln the dusc devil, die sampler
Inlet diameter (0.73 in.) has been naxicized such that the flow rate resalns
compatible vith the vacuum pump capability and the aircraft true airspeed.
That is, the vacuum pump is automatically adjusted to provide isokinetic
sampling at all airspeeds and altitudes. The entrance cone acts as a decel
eration cd.raber for the air and the particles before the latter an' collected
l

on a J() o diameter Xucleporo filter located at the rear of the rcsoveabtv
entrance cone. The entrance cone is attached to a diddle cylindrical chamber
which also supports the vacuum punt,) at the rear. Thus, the air flovs in
essentially a straight line directly through die entrance cone, the filter,
the middle cylindrical -:ei;rion, and finally out the rear of the vacuus
pump. The middle cylindrical chamber is attached to a rotary section which
can slide laterally (spanuise) along the airfoil section which supports the
entire air sampling unit.

On the pilot's command, the sampler entrance cone

rotates toward the co.-.kpit and at Che same time slides laterally toward the
entrance hole in the aircraft canopy.

The sampler rotates and moves hori

zontally such that the entrance cone can be removed and the filter quickly
changed.

The sampler then automatically 'backs" away from the cockpit ani!

turns into the airflow by the time it reaches the end of the airfoil track
(Finures ID and 11). The sampler was designed with these particular features
to allow frequent and rapid filter changes while in flight.

This capability
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v i l l -illirv i!. lo vi.ilr.Ui' the vertical variation of the dust particle dlstritni(in;i villi the dtt»i dt-Vll,
.\ (vspl.-u rtlr iAta ay*tea and fiyro-refcrenee platfarn U carried in
tin- jv.ir riirVjiit of inc aircraft.

This *?*lva scnuos and records on digital

r i - s ' i i f i,t;n- li'.u total tonperature, raa and static prcf-oure, rate of clicb,
r » l t . plt>:>. and i 4ad ,- vase aajlfs.

The *-,* vane styuva (FIKUTCS 10 and 12)

-••-iirwr. .«VRIC O* .uiacfc and yaw change with IIRHI weight, fast response
j>l.»r-(ii- v.tm;s.

Tfic toasurcssflt syottus U designed to be independent

i.f tin- .ilr>:'4ft (cnsilivily to aiaositUerk nation* and/or pilot induced eotlons.
TV »• J•.'•:!'rrj^at ti-c'^iijuc (Sinclair

* ) require* k:>ov!ctH;e of t!:e aot£o:i

i-i-t.it ivi- ii- I he airplane ( V > and the motion of tiic airplane relative to
a,?
(In- frmmd ( V

) in frdcr to calculate the aiscspheri'' notion with respect

(« (".it- ground ( V

)

i.e.
V
- V
+ V
•1,6
a.?
P.S

(14)

Usim: the ssall anflle approxijwtiim, the vertical coaponent (W

) can be

i-xpri'sscd as!
I

K

• i>

(o) + V . + V j j - V,.i' + f a dt + Lv
T

(15)

wlicre V is the true air speed; •< the allele of attack, i , i, and ; the pitch,
t

v.iw, roll ancles, respectively; fa dt the rate of climb of the aircraft;
/> *
W
(«) tin- vertical motion of the aircraft at time c « 0; i the pitch rate;
P.i'.

.mil I. (in' .ii'tt'luroitt'icr center displacement fron the angle of attack measurement
point.

Tin' flow vanes .u'.d pitot syst.es are mounted en a nosc-boora in front

of the aircraft to minimize the affects of propcllor, fuselage, and wing
induced flow fields.

The true airspeed is calculated from measurements of

ii'lal pressure, static pressure, and total temperature.

The static tempuraturc
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,<ml iriw airspeed are deternined by use of the compressible, subsonic flow
equations (Sinclair

1 8

):

Jf!± - (i + i=i H V " M

(16)

s
T

^=1+^V

(17)

s
!

V, = T ' [gR/(1+^)1'

(L8)

r

1

wlmr. : i' = total pressure; P
lot.il tuia|>L-rature; T

= static pressure; M = Mach. number; T

=

= static temperature; 3 = recovery factor; f = ratio of

specific beats of air, c /c ; V

= true airspeed.

The air data astern will provide vertical motion data necessary for the
calculation of the vertical transport of surface particulates.

In addition,

UIL' turbulence and buoyancy data will be useful in oodeling the dust devil
upper structure and the accompanying particle transport.

This information,

in conjunction with the dust devil census data, the environmental wind flow,
ami the surface particle radioactivity can be used to develop conceptual
.'ind mitncric.-.l models of the downwind transport of radioactive material.
•VilliCoital measurements of downwind convective activity, dust devil spacing,
.mil cmulus cloud occurrence can be used to assess the importance of the
leapfrog and cumulus cloud transport mechanises.
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Table 1
DUST DEVIL (D-D) VERTICAL MASS FLUX

Flux/D-D
(u6 e n
see )

Wind System
D-D Size

- 2

1.6 x 1 0

J

Medium

3.2 x 1 0

3

Larfie

5-3 x 1 0

3

Extra-Lajrce

6.U x 1 0

3

Small

TOTAL

Single D-D
Dust Transport
(Tons)

- 1

0.01

1

1.6 x 10 *

Total Mean Daily
Dust Transport
(Tons)

Total Mean Seasonal
Dust Transport
{Tons)
8.

0.18

0.30

13-

570.

2.U

25-

1100.

h&.

120.

51*00.

50.

160.

7000.

Duatstorm
Initial Stages
Well-Developea

(0.6 to 10) x 1 0
0.07 to 21

- 5

0.8 to 8
(6 to 1700} x 1 0

2.1* to 2U
3

(17 to 5000) x 1 0

3
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ILLUSTRATION CAPTIONS

Figure

1

Figure 2

A Typical Desert Dust Devil
A Schematic Model of the Dust Devil Lower Structure, The motion
is with respect to a coordinate system fiy=d to the dust deviL,
which is moving from right to left in the diagram. The vertical
(w) and tangential (v) velocity profiles are characteristic of
the measurements at the 7 and 31 ft levels. The assumed axial
symmetric pressure field represents approximately a 3-mb prossure drop from the environmental pressure (P ) to the dust devil
center, i.e., the pressure interval is 1 mi> with P > P j .
0

0

Figure

3

Photomicrograph of the Large Particle Distribution Within the
Dust Devil Vortex at a Height of 2 Meters.

Figure

4

Dust Particle Number and Mass Distribution From a Small Size
Dust Devil

Figure

5

Force and Velocity Diagram for a Dust Particle in Circular Orbit

Figure

6

Airborne Particle Size Distributions

Figure

7

A Composite Model of the Dust Devil Upper Structure. The dashed
lines refer to the mean temperature deviations (AT) and the solid
lines represent the mean vertical velocity (w). The notations
(UW) and ( W ) refer to the upwind and downwind side, respectively,
of the dust devil.

Figure »

Total Daily Dust Fallout From A Typical Dust Devil Source Region

Figure 9

Schematic oC the Leapfrog Transport Mechanism: The radioactive
dust particles that leave the top or sides of the dust devil
that is initially responsible for their vertical transport, may
be dravn into otlf-r cor.vective elements (dust devils, cleat thermal
plumes, and/or cu ulus clouds) and transported back to the same or
to even greater initial altitudes.

Figure 10

Dust Devil Research Aircraft

Figure 11

Airborne Particle Sampler and Boora-Vane System

Figure 12

a-s Vane-Pitot Static Turbulence Sensor System
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